The Solar Industry & U.S. Veterans
Veterans in the Work Force
The Solar Foundation’s 2018 National Solar Jobs Census found the solar industry employed 19,019 veterans
throughout the United States, or 7.8% of all solar workers in the nation. This is more than the 6.6% veteran
employment percentage of overall workers in the economy.1 Many of these jobs are in the areas of installation,
production, manufacturing, sales or management throughout a number of solar companies. While this number
is above the national percentage for industry, there is significant room for growth.

SEIA’s Commitment
Since 2015, SEIA has been working to address the challenge that too many of our veterans face at home: finding
employment after active duty service. This encouraged the industry to do more for the men and women who
serve in our armed forces by promoting more employment opportunities for veterans within the solar industry.
SEIA has been taking active steps towards promoting veteran jobs and solar job training for our veterans.

Challenges Facing Veterans
Although there is a push for more veteran job growth within the solar industry, to do this means tackling
various challenges that make the transition from active duty to civilian life difficult. The skills that many
who have served in the armed forces acquire through their military service can easily be applied to the solar
industry. Being able to translate those skills onto a resume or during an interview, however, is a different
matter that many veterans struggle with when looking for work post service.
Many veterans learn crafts and technical
skills that can benefit the solar industry
during their time in active duty. However,
veterans also have workforce assets
beyond strictly technical skills. The
training that veterans receive during
their service enables them to both
operate on their own and effectively
coordinate as part of a team. This, along
with their accumulated leadership skills,
make many veterans perfect fits for work
in the solar industry. It takes a team effort
to raise and mount just one panel onto
a rooftop, let alone multiple in an array.
This is where solar training programs
come into play.
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The Solar Industry & U.S. Veterans
Solar Programs
Solar training programs allow veterans to receive training in the practical skills needed to work in the solar
industry, which can give them an edge when applying for jobs. Through these programs, veterans will gain
experience and knowledge of solar energy technologies and solar installation. This coupled with learning how
to translate their skills and experiences into assets that will draw company’s attention make for an impressive
combination for securing jobs within the industry. Currently there are a number of solar-industry specific
programs aimed at integrating veterans into solar jobs. A few well-known initiatives include:
Solar Ready Vets - The Solar Ready Vets program, originally
funded by the U.S. Department of Energy Solar Energy
Technologies Office, consists of a 6-week training program
for service members on military bases before they are
discharged. It is an immersion program where they are
taught the basics of solar installation, project management,
and other industry necessities. The program now runs
independently at 10 military bases.2
Solar Opportunities and Readiness - The new U.S.
Department of Energy-funded Solar Opportunities and
Readiness3 program takes the training a step further to
introduce solar-trained, transitioning veterans to available
career opportunities directly with the solar industry at job
fair events. Launching in late 2019, this program is managed
by The Solar Foundation and includes SEIA and The U.S.
Chamber of Commerce (Hiring Our Heroes) as partners.
Troops to Solar - This GRID Alternatives program, founded
in 2015, is a project funded by a $750,000 grant over the
course of a three-year life cycle. The program trains veterans
and active duty service members in hands-on solar installation experience and utilizes GRID Alternatives’
connections within the industry to advance in their careers. While it is nearing the end of its term, this program
provides a model for others to continue to train veterans for jobs in the solar industry. By the time the program
runs its course, it will have trained 1,000 veterans for solar jobs.4
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